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Decadance Radio
The Radio Shows
Don’t Just Club, Club In Decadance



Decadance Radio produces radio shows which are broadcast worldwide.  We currently 
have a small team of resident DJs producing a range of shows which are available weekly 
and monthly.  As of the summer of 2017 we are broadcasting across a total of 10 different 
stations across the world, including Gaydio (UK National), Ibiza Radio One (Ibiza), 
Juice FM (UK - Brighton & Hove), Select Radio (London & National), Crucial 
Radio (UK - Online), and the Department of Dance (USA), and the number of stations 
is growing quarter on quarter through the distinctive sound we have, and this is why...

We currently reach 250,000 people every week with our two hour shows, which span 
upfront house and electronic dance.  Because Decadance Radio is part of the wider 
Decadance brand, we have close relationships with big name talent, recent guests include 
Paul Oakenfold, Toni Varga (elrow) and Kungs.  Our shows are big and energetic, and 
include our main features:

The #One2Watch - Track from an emerging DJ or Producer.
The #Floorfiller - Biggest tune from the show singled out from the playlist.
The #ClassicAnthem - Track from last 10-15 years tweeted by a listener.

We pepper in guest mixes, we have seasonal features such as Ibiza and Miami, and ‘as-live’ 
sets, making our content unique.  We also feature original material from our residents.  
Listen back to all our shows by visiting clubindecadance.com.

As well as hearing Decadance on air, you can check out the Decadance sound in clubs up 
and down the UK featuring the best upfront house and electronic dance music. Go online 
to our website by visiting clubindecadance.com

DECADANCE ON AIR

THE DECADANCE GROUP

OUR PRESENTER TALENT

Ant Nichols Danny Wolf Lizzie Curious Mark Cava


